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Abstract— Several digital forensic investigation techniques 

are available in market. Digital forensic investigators use 

these techniques to solve digital crime. They use different 

forensic tools and techniques to find suspicious computer. 

Different digital forensic tools have their limitations. 

Therefore, Digital forensic investigators have to work with 

these limitations. Even increased digital data is a biggest 

challenge for investigators. Thus, traditional digital forensic 

investigation techniques waste resources to solve digital 

crime. Thus, there is a need of a technique which saves 

resources of digital forensic investigator. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Traditional technique of digital forensic investigation 

performs different steps to analyze evidence. In order to 

analyze digital evidences it should be back up in any digital 

storage devices. As digital data size growing very rapidly 

that lead to need of more back up storage devices. 

Therefore, it will take more time to back such large data and 

also need more storage devices. Cost, Human Resource, 

Time is wasted to back up of data. An optimized technique 

for Digital Forensic Investigation would help digital forensic 

investigator to optimize resource utilization in solving the 

digital crime.[1]  

 
Fig. 1: A traditional technique of digital forensic 

investigation 

II. TRADITIONAL TECHNIQUE 

As shown in fig- 1, a traditional technique performs bit by 

bit duplication of hard drive for digital forensic 

investigation. To authenticate a copy it uses MD5 hashing 

technique. Digital forensic investigator performs 

investigation on authenticated copy hard drive and proves 

suspicious computer. A limitation of traditional technique is 

it needs time to get authenticated copy of in proportional to 

size of digital data. Thus, 1 TB size of each 10 hard disk 

needs 10 TB backup storage devices. A time needed is 10 

times of each of hard disk to backup data.  

A. Cyber forensic Tools that follows Traditional Technique 

 Vinetto 

 Pasco 

 Encase 

 FTK Access Data 

 The Sleuth Kit(TSK) 

 Nmap 

 Helix 

 Advanced Registry Tracer[21] 

 Windows Registry Analyzer[22] 

 The Volatility Framework: Volatile memory 

artifact extraction utility framework[23] 

 Computer Online Forensic Evidence Extractor 

(COFEE)[24] 

 Memoryze™[25] 

 The Pmem Memory acquisition suite[26] 

 Windows Memory Reader™[27] 

 Paraben[28] 

 Dd[30] 

 Safe Back Version 2.0[31] 

 SnapBack DatArrest Version 4.12 

 Portable Evidence Recovery Unit 

 Rapid Action Imaging Device 

B. Limitations of Traditional Technique 

 It needs larger storage media to back up digital data 

 Waste more time to back up larger digital data 

 Need more manpower  

 Possibility of breach of privacy of private data[2] 

III. AN OPTIMIZED TECHNIQUE 

An optimized technique concentrates on identifying most 

probable suspicious computer system instead of taking 

image copy of every computer system. 

 
Fig. 2: An Optimized Technique for digital forensic 

investigation 
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 As shown in Fig-2, An optimized technique for 

digital forensic investigation takes multiple computer 

system as an input and analyze forensic information of 

computer system not data. After filtration process digital 

forensic investigator can conclude on specific computer 

system which can be proved as a suspicious and would be 

used as a culprit in court. Digital forensic investigators have 

to take an image copy of specific computer system. Thus, 

Time and other resources needed are minimized and digital 

crime can be solved very easily. 

A. Extraction of Digital Forensic Information from 

Computer System 

 File metadata such as Creation, Modification and 

Accessed Data and Time 

 History of Browsed Websites by user 

 Installed/Uninstalled Programs 

 Recently Executed programs 

 Hidden files and directories 

 Recently Attached USB Devices 

 Logged on users 

 Open ports 

 Running processes 

 Hidden files inside another file (ADS) 

 Network connections 

 File with different header 

 Details of Temp Folder 

 Unusual files, Processes 

 Suspicious Accounts 

 Log files[3] 

Above digital forensic information can be used as an 

evidence to prove a computer system as suspicious 

computer. 

B. Probable areas of Digital Forensic Evidences 

 DOSKEY/History – Displays command history 

 Windows Registry – Different Key/Value pair also 

used as digital forensic evidence.  

 Internet Browsing history –  

 HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Int

ernet Explorer\TypedUrls 

 Last user logged on user information- 

 HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\Current

Version\Authentication\LogonUI 

 Command Entered by user in RUN command 

utility- 

 HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersi

on\Explorer\RunMRU 

 Download Directory for Internet Explorer- 

HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Internet 

Explorer\Download Directory 

 Windows Task Manager also shows Process ID, 

Process Name, Username, Memory usage 

C. A demo on Optimized Technique to fetch Digital 

Information 

1) To gather File attributes of file 

 
Fig. 3: File attributes as digital forensic information 

As shown in Fig-3, it fetches file name, size, Last Modified 

Time, Created Time, Last Access Time of all files of 

computer system. Even Hidden files and directories can also 

be analyzed. 

Authentication of Fetched Digital Forensic Information 

 
Fig. 4: MD5 Checksum for Authentication 

 As shown in Fig-4, It fetches md5 hashing 

algorithm to authenticate a copy. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

All tools extract information by using proprietary format 

and there is no interoperability between those tools to 

analysed data. Extract data of all system is time and space 

consuming task so instead of follow this process there is a 

pre-process which is used to identify suspicious system. 

This technique can remove space complexity and time 

complexity in process of digital forensic investigation.  
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